Abstract
Introduction
Face recognition (FR) [1] has been increasingly applied in video surveillance, ID authentication, information security and other fields in recent years. With respect to a sample library of a certain scale, certification cooperation and ideal imaging conditions, the correct recognition rate of frontal face recognition, which has been applied in practice, can reach up to more than 90%. However, factors such as illumination, posture, facial expression, occlusion and so on will affect the robustness of FR, wherein, the small sample size (SSS) problem is an important factor [2] . For example, on some special occasions such as passport verification, law enforcement and ID authentication, one can only get very few training samples, and sometimes even only one single sample, thus, the number of dimensions of image samples is much larger than the number of training samples. This will result in the failure of the distance measurement in pattern recognition, thus quickly decreasing or depriving of the recognition performance of traditional PCA, LDA, LPP face recognition methods and their derivative ones [3] .
Sparse representation face recognition (SRC) [4] is modeled based on the image subspace assumption [5] , which means that various training images can form an independent partition for the image subspace, and any test image can be expressed by the linear combination of the same face training image. Through sparse representation, faces least-squares optimization equation for the mean square error containing weight vector parameters and constraint conditions [17] is established according to the multiple voting results of the classifiers, and the optimal weight vector of each classifier is solved. Finally, the weighted fusion criterion is used for recognition of fraction fusion [20] .
Sparse Representation-based Classification for FR
The set of training samples of the 
, the testing image of the th i training subject can be represented by
.All image samples are normalized and their dimensions are reduced as
is the feature transformation matrix.
Obviously the sparser θ is, the more concise the image can be represented. The sparsest representation of image can be acquired by solving the 0 l -minimization problem of θ , i.e. problem is efficiently solved by minimizing 1 l -norm [11, 12] :
wherein λ is regularization parameter. To identify the object, the reconstruction errors are calculated by
is the characteristic function which selects the coefficients of the th i class. And the classification is based on the minimization reconstruction errors:
The recognition of a testing image by SRC is shown in Figure 1 . 
Sparse Representation based Multi-Classifier Weighted Optimization and Fusion for FR
We first introduce the overall process of the multi-classifier weighted optimization and sparse representation based (WMSRC) method proposed in this paper. Then, the key points of the method are presented.
Total Flow of WMSRC Method
During the training stage, the training samples are processed by multi-resolution blocking, and the non-lap sub-blocks of each training image with different resolutions and space positions are obtained. Then, the characteristic transformation matrix is calculated to reduce the dimension of sub-blocks by principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), down-sampling, and the linear projection generated by a Gaussian random matrix method (Random) [21] separately.
During the testing stage, the testing image is first processed by multi-resolution blocking to obtain sub-blocks as introduced above. The dimension of each sub-block is reduced by the characteristic transformation matrix obtained in the training stage. Then, the sub-blocks of the training samples are selected to constitute the original training set and the simpler and more compactly supported dictionary base of each sub-block is obtained through the K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm and greedy tracking algorithm. After that, multi-scale SRC classifiers are established and associated with different weights. Next, a least-squares optimization equation for the mean square error containing weight vector parameters and constraint conditions is established according to the multiple voting results of the classifiers, and the optimal weight vector of each classifier is solved. Finally, the weighted fusion criterion is used for recognition. The system diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2 . 
Multi-resolution Block and Dimensionality Reduction of Face Image
Multi-resolution decomposition of face image contains the image information both locally and globally. When face images with different resolutions are obtained by the multi-resolution decomposition, images with higher resolution can be divided into more blocks due to the fact that human eyes are able to observe more local information of object with higher resolution. Accordingly, images with lower resolution can be divided into fewer blocks. The adaptive blocking refers to the number of the sub-blocks depends on the resolution of the image in partitioning, which accords with human vision.
Inputting images
Constructing sub-block dictionaries and conducting K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm for each sub-blocks Establishing a least-squares optimization equation and solving the optimal weight vector of each classifier according to the voting results of the Establishing multi-scale SRC classifiers and associating with weights
Using the weighted fusion criterion to recognize testing faces Forming training and testing sub-blocks by multi-resolution blocks and extracting feature for each sub-blocks
We first evenly divided the normalized image into sixteen blocks by image sub-sampling [4] , and obtained the first layer of sub-blocks. We conducted down-sampling to evenly divide the sub-blocks into four blocks to obtain the second layer of sub-blocks; and continued down-sampling to obtain the third layer of sub-blocks. In total, twenty-four non-overlapping image sub-blocks were obtained as shown in Figure 3 . Finally, after partition, the PCA, LDA, down-sampling, and Random methods are utilized in this paper to conduct feature extraction and dimension reduction on training and testing datasets. 
K-SVD-based dictionary learning of sub-blocks
When selecting dictionaries, it is necessary to select a great number of training samples for each person if the original training sample matrices are directly used for building a dictionary, so as to improve the representation ability of the dictionary, thus making it more complex to solve sparse problems. At the same time, it is necessary to select training samples carefully to build the dictionary so that the dictionary atoms will cover the sub-space composed of various samples as reasonably as possible. For example, generally, the training samples with different gestures and different expressions, under different illumination conditions and without manual occlusion are selected to build a dictionary. In contrast, dictionary learning will result in dictionaries which are sparser than the given training sample set or the built original dictionary so that fewer atoms will be able to represent the new sample of the same category, and sparser and more accurate sparse solutions will be obtained.
K-SVD dictionary learning is used to find the optimal basis under sparse representation to meet its unique conditions. It can effectively reduce the number of atoms, improve atomic irrelevance, and obtain more sparse and accurate sparse solution.
Assuming that
is a training set, D is an over-complete dictionary, dictionary dimension is n , K is the number of atoms in the dictionary, M is the number of samples, and
is the corresponding coefficient of characterization, the sparse representation model is
. And the iterative solution can be conducted in the following two stages.
The first stage is sparse coding. Assuming that dictionary D (first K samples can be used as an initialized dictionary) is a constant value, the sparse representation vector i α of each input training sample can be calculated by . The second stage is dictionary updating strategies are similar to that in the sparse coding stage, i.e., first fix the sparse representation vector matrix A obtained in sparse coding stage, assuming that k α is the th k column of A, successively upgrade the first row of the dictionary (every atom k d ), and total error is In this formula, k E represents the error matrix after removing k d from dictionary D. Assuming that
is a non-zero index entry of ( ) i.e., remove non-zero item. In a similar way, we can obtain
. After multiplying the above formula by k Ω , we can gain the formula
. Finally, we can conduct singular value decomposition (SVD) for k R E with the formula
using the first column of matrix U after decomposition, upgrade k R α using the first column of
, and upgrade the first column of dictionary sequentially until the end.
The commonly used algorithms for 0 l -norm minimization include greedy tracking [8] and relaxation optimization [1] . This paper conducted sparse decomposition by the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) method [8] .
Establishment of Multi-classifier
We conducted multi-resolution blocks for the image, and established the sparse characterization model of multi-classifiers by 
Multi-classifier Weighted Optimization
Different classifiers contribute differently to the recognition. That is, they have different identification abilities. During fusion, the classifiers should be assigned weights according to their identification abilities. The results of multiple votes reflect the degree of the judgment and recognition [17] . So the weights can be calculated according to the results of the multiple votes for the classifiers. If the results of multiple votes and the weight vectors are used to compose an optimal equation with regularized limitations, the obtained weight vectors of the classifiers will inevitably be more stable.
Based on the above ideas, test sample containing multiple classes is defined as
, where c is the total number of classes. 21 = s is the total number of blocks. wherein τ is regularization parameter. In the above equation, the mean square error is a classification function. The regularization of 2 l -norm aims to properly suppress the effect of the classifiers with lower identification abilities on the recognition results in the learning process of classification to ensure that the classification results are more stable. Herein, parameter w selects 2 l -norm rather than 1 l -norm since regularization lies in that the former plays a less important role than the latter in the regularization of the mean square error function, and the computation of the former is obviously less complex than that of the latter. 
Multi-classifier Fusion
Given a training sample set of 
Experimental Analysis
There are many standard databases available at present. We selected the ORL All images were normalized to 100*100 pixels in the experiment. The baseline SRC [4] , BSRC [4] , nearest neighbor (NN) [4] and the patch based SRC (MSRC) methods [16] based classifier are used for comparison. The patch size is set as 10×10 (overlap is 5 pixels). The parameter λ used in SRC, BCRC, MSRC and WMSRC are set as 0.001, 0.001, 0.001 and 0.005, respectively. In all the following experiments, the program is run for 20 times on each database and the average results are reported.
ORL Database

Various Feature Transformations and Classification Methods:
The first experiment was carried out to evaluate the correct recognition rate of face images on the ORL database utilizing various feature transformation (dimension reduction) and classification methods. For each individual on the ORL database, 2~3 images were randomly chosen for training and another 5 images for test. The feature dimension was set to be 90 in the experiment. The PCA, LDA, down-sampling and Random method were respectively adopted to reduce the dimension. The size of the block were set to be 25*25 for the BSRC method. The results are shown in Table 1 . When using the same dimensionality reduction method, the recognition rate of the WMSRC method was highest, followed by MSRC, with NN being the lowest, which can be attributed to the dictionary learning based SRC and multi-classifiers weighted optimization. The random sampling matrix method had higher recognition rate compared to the other three feature transformation methods for SRC, BSRC, MSRC and WMSRC method, which was because the transformed matrix of the random method had the lowest correlation coherence degree [2] with the dictionary matrix composed of training samples. Thus, the random method was used in the follow-up experiments for dimensionality reduction.
Various Feature Dimensions and Classification Methods:
We tested the impact of different dimensionality reduction modes and classification methods on the ORL database. The training dataset and testing dataset used for the experiment were the same as those used for the first experiment. The random method was used for feature transformation to reduce the dimension to 60, 90, 120, and 250 respectively. The SRC, BSRC, NN, WSRC and WMSRC methods were adopted respectively for classification, where the sizes of the blocks were set at 25*25 for the BSRC method. The results are separately shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from the results that the correct recognition rate increased with the increase in feature dimension for the four classification methods. The WMSRC achieved the highest recognition rate of 97.3% on the YaleA database, which was due to the combination of SRC based ensemble modeling and voting with weight based multi-classifiers weighted optimization. At the same time, the SRC, BSRC,WSRC, and WMSRC methods achieved a recognition rate above 91.8% on the ORL database and 87.4% on the ORL database when feature dimension was larger than 90. Taking the recognition rate and the cost into consideration, the feature dimension was set at 90 for the subsequent experiment.
YaleA Database
Various Training Sample Size and Classification Methods:
We tested the influence of different training sample size and face recognition on the YaleA database. For each individual on the YaleA database, 2~5 images were randomly chosen for training and another 6~9 images for test. The image dimension was reduced to 90 by the random method. The results on the YaleA database are separately shown in Table 3 .
When selecting the same training sample size, the recognition rate of the WMSRC method was highest, followed by MSRC, with NN being the lowest. It can be clearly seen that WMSRC achieves the highest recognition rate on all experiments with the training sample size increasing from 2 to 5. Compared to SRC, BSRC and MSRC, WMSRC leads to much better results, validating the effectiveness of multi-classifiers weighted optimization and dictionary learning based SRC. 
Various Levels of Occlusion and Classification Methods:
We tested the influence of different random occlusion sizes on face recognition. We selected the first 2~3 images from the face database to form a training set, and added different occlusion sizes to the last five images to form a testing set. The image dimension was reduced to 90, and occluded face recognition was conducted using SRC, BSRC (block sizes 25*25, 25*50 and 50*50), NN and the proposed method. The results on the YaleA database are separately shown in Table 4 . With the increase in occlusion, the recognition rates of the four algorithms decreased; of them, the recognition rate of the proposed method decreased at the lowest pace, and its recognition rate was highest under the same occlusion. This was because the proposed method was based on dictionary learning and multi-classifier weight optimization, with the highest robustness of occlusion. In addition, under the same occlusion, with the increasing number of blocks, the BSRC recognition rate increased. The recognition rate of the proposed method with the largest number of blocks was highest, far more than the recognition rate of SRC and NN without blocks. This was because BSRC and the proposed method established SRC modes based on partial blocks. The more blocks there were, the greater was the detail. Thus, it was possible to obtain additional local information on images and improve the occlusion recognition rate [17] .
AR Database
The experiment was carried out to evaluate the correct recognition rate of face images on the AR database utilizing various rule fusion and classification methods. In this experiment, we selected a subset with only illumination and expression changes that contains 50 male subjects and 50 female subjects from the AR dataset. For each individual on the subset, 2~3 images from the first session were randomly chosen for training and 1 image from the second session for test. The image dimension was reduced to 90. Sparse representation-based multiple-classifier fusion recognition experiments are implemented based on weighted fusion (WMSRC), sum rule fusion, maximum-value rule fusion, median-value rule fusion and voting rule fusion (MSRC) respectively. The results are separately shown in Table 5 . Experimental results indicate that the WMSRC, which is based on sum rule fusion, has the best recognition performance. This is because the weighted fusion is based on different identification abilities and complies with the subjective perception of human eyes. All the weights are optimal weight vectors through optimization solution. This fusion criterion takes reconstructed residuals into account, thus having better recognition performance than other fusion recognition classifiers.
Algorithm Efficiency
The experiment was carried out to evaluate the average runtime in classifying a test sample with a gallery matrix from the different database. For each individual on the YaleA and ORL database, we randomly chose 2 images for training, and chose 1 image for test. In this experiment, we selected a subset with only illumination and expression changes that contains 10 male subjects and 10 female subjects from the AR dataset. For each individual on the subset, 2~3 images from the first session were randomly chosen for training and 1 image from the second session for test. The image dimension was reduced to 90. The results are separately shown in Table 6 .
It can be seen from the experimental results that, the recognition time of NN algorithm in larger AR database is the shortest, i.e., 0.249s. The recognition time of SRC algorithm is longer, i.e., 0.371s. MSRC divides the face into 21 blocks for weight optimization and voting recognition, thus having a longer recognition time of 0.745s. WMSRC requires not only weight optimization but also fusion, thus, the recognition time thereof is the longest, i.e., 0.792s. This indicates that the sparse representation-based classifier has longer recognition time and lower efficiency compared with the NN classifier. Meanwhile, with the increase of the number of blocks and the increasing complexity of the algorithm, the corresponding running time of CPU of sparse representation-based classifiers becomes longer, and the efficiency becomes lower. The WMSRC algorithm proposed in the present paper has the lowest efficiency. Although the efficiency of this algorithm is low, it can still be processed in real time because that the recognition time in different face libraries is not so long. 
Conclusions
In order for a more effective FR when the training samples size is very small, we proposed a multi-classifier weighted optimization and sparse representation based (WMSRC) method for FR. The face image was firstly divided by multi-resolution blocking. The multi-scale SRC classifiers were then established and assigned different weights. According to the multiple voting results of the classifiers, the weights of multi-classifiers were optimized by the least-squares optimization equation with 2 l -norm regularization. Finally, the classification results of all blocks were combined according to the weighted fusion criterion. Experiments on the ORL, YaleA and AR database show that the WMSRC method outperforms many existing BSRC methods for FR when the number of training samples per class is very limited. The classifier used by the WMSRC method is the weighted optimization and fusion algorithm, and other classifiers will be used for face recognition in our future research.
